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ABSTRACT:-In these review paper different types of
mufflers and design of exhaust system belonging engine
has been studied. The object of this study is to change in
delta plate angle and other effect on the on reactive
muffler like the acoustic noise level, pressure drop and
velocity. To change in only internal parameter without
change in outer parameter of the muffler.
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1   Introduction
Internal combustion engines are generating the
acoustic pulse by the combustion process. This
noise is controlled through the use of silencers and
mufflers. A silencer has been the traditional name
for noise attenuation devices, while a muffler is
smaller, mass-produced device designed to reduce
engine exhaust noise. Continuous development has
been made in improving performance of the
silencers used for automotive exhaust systems.
Exhaust mufflers are widely employed to muffle the
noise of an engine body or the noise of other
predominant sources in vehicles. In order to
maintain a desired noise and comfortable ride, the
modes of a muffler need to be analyzed[2].

Basic requirement of muffler design

 General requirement
Simple maintenance
Good performance
Compact design
Light weight

 Specific requirement
Reduce the sound emissions
Replaceable muffler
Decrease backpressure
Easy mounting
Easy manufacturing

2   Muffler Design Parameters
The conventional muffler is an enclosed metal tube
packed with sound deadening material. An exhaust
muffler is an acoustic filter except that waves are
convicted downstream by the moving medium.
Inside a muffler, it contains a deceptively simple set
of tubes with some holes in them. These tubes and
chambers are actually designed to reflect the sound
waves Produced by the engine in such a way that
partially cancels them out. Most conventional
mufflers are rounded or oval-shaped with an inlet
and outlet pipe. Some mufflers contain partitions to
help reduce noise. Muffler design is traditionally a
trial and error process. fig 1 shows the muffler inner
structure.

Figure 1

 DESIGN PARAMETERS
Number of chambers
Number of inlets and outlet pipes
Diameter of Inlet and outlet pipe
Holes on the pipe
Size of muffler
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3   Types of Muffler
3.1 Absorptive muffler:-
This type of muffler design uses only absorption of
the sound wave to reduce the noise level without
messing with the exhaust gas pressure. Ti is known
as glass pack muffler and it reduces backpressure
but producing higher noise. The sound produced by
this type of muffler is much higher compared to the
other type of mufflers. fig 2 shows Absorptive
muffler[3].

Figure 2

3.2  Reactive muffler:-
In this type of muffler Inlet and outlet tube are
extended in chambers. Reactive mufflers generally
consist of several pipe segments that interconnect
with a number of larger chambers. The noise
reduction mechanism of reactive silencer is that the
area discontinuity provides an impedance mismatch
for the sound wave travelling along the pipe. This
impedance mismatch results in a reflection of part
of the sound wave back toward the source or back
and forth among the chambers. The reflective effect
of the silencer chambers and piping (typically
referred to as resonators) essentially prevents some
sound wave elements from being transmitted past
the silencer. The reactive silencers are more
effective at lower frequencies than at high
frequencies, and are most widely used to attenuate
the exhaust noise of internal combustion engines.
fig 3 shows Reactive muffler[3].

Figure 3

3.3 Combination muffler/silencer:-
Some silencers combine both reactive and
absorptive elements to extend the noise attenuation
performance over a broader noise spectrum.
Combination silencers are also widely used to
reduce engine exhaust noise. fig 4 shows
Combination muffler/silencer[3].

Figure 4

4 Muffler design selection
In this paper we are the Conventional Muffler
Design for the reference base on the flowmaster
web site to take and the two modeling in the
SolidWorks software. We section for the design
muffler for the conventional muffler as 40 Series
Mufflers Delta Flow.

Flowmaster’s Delta Flow 40 Series two chamber
design incorporates Flowmaster’s patented Delta
Flow technology. The “Delta” deflectors generate
increased scavenging for better performance and
reduced interior sound. Perfect for vehicles where
an aggressive exterior tone is desired with reduced
interior tone.

The quietest muffler option in our 40 Series two-
chambered line Reduced resonance over 40 series
mufflers Stainless steel 409S version blackened by
lifetime warranty Features advanced two-chamber
design & Delta Flow Technology Available in
aluminized steel or 409S Stainless for harsh weather
Both styles are fully MIG-welded for maximum
durability. shown in figure 5 on the flowmaster
design.
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Figure 5

4.1 Boundary Conditions
It is important to study fluid flow behavior in an
extended inlet and outlet muffler to reduce pressure
loss between two ends. A lot of strategies are put
forth in the CFD domain to calculate back pressure.
The perforated and cross-flow type reactive
mufflers are studied using CFD by SaifeeAliakbar.
A, Harshad Keskar and B. Venkatesham[1]

discussed the influence of an inlet velocity on
pressure distribution inside the muffler by using
CFD and experiments.

Table 1 Computational model details and boundary
conditions

Sr.
No.

Solution Variables

1 Model 40 Series Mufflers
Delta Flow

2 Solver 2nd Order implicit

3 Pressure-velocity
Coupling

PISO

4 Discretization technique
(density, momentum,
energy, turbulent kinetic
energy, turbulent
dissipation rate)

Second Order
UPWIND

5 Fluid Air (Ideal)

6 Operating Pressure 101325 Pa

Boundary Conditions

7 Inlet velocity 10 m/s

8 Outlet gauge pressure 0 Pa

9 Turbulent Intensity 3%

10 Hydraulic Diameter Diameter of
inlet/outlet

4.2 Conventional Muffler Design
This design to modeling in the SolidWorks with
dimension in meter shown in figure 6 40 Series
Mufflers Delta Flow section.

Figure 6

In this design to apply the boundary conditions on
SolidWorks Flow Simulation at the inlet and outlet
conditions. To apply the boundary conditions and
the Flow Simulation on the SolidWorks. We are
analysis on SolidWorks base on CFD Flow
simulation. This muffler is noise generated low, but
we take to this design as decrease sound noise level
and to increase the presser drop. For this muffler
design to some modification and design
rearrangement for this design.

4.3 Change in Design
To change in muffler design and to crater the new
muffler design is very difficult to improving new
design for performance is better than the
conventional muffler design. The change in this
design is to put the delta plate center place to the
front and the section plate front to the center. We
are not any change on the design boundary or not
change in the inlet and outlet diameter. We are
change only internal parameter for this muffler. To
improving the design section plate to modifying in
the flow distribution is smooth and easy to flow
inside in muffler. This new design called as the
muffler are shown in figure 7.

Figure 7
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4.4    Change in Delta Plate Angle
In this muffler delta plate angle is 120o this same in
both muffler design and length of the delta plate is
both side is 0.12m. To change in muffler design is
delta plate angle and what is the effect on the flow
for air in muffler.

Table 2 Change in Delta Plate Angle

Sr.
No.

Angle (o) Length of
Plate (m)

Thickness of
Plate (m)

1 90 0.12 0.003937

2 100 0.12 0.003937

3 120 0.12 0.003937

4 140 0.12 0.003937

5 150 0.12 0.003937

6 160 0.12 0.003937

5    Result and Discussion
For the muffler design to comparing each other and
what are the result are also comparing for good
selection design for the next further year, so noise is
reducing in new design. In this chapter we are
discussion about the what are the effect on the
muffler to change in design and comparing each
other.

5.1    Conventional Muffler Design
For conventional design result for the air flow are
working is good for muffler. In the conventional
muffler design acoustic power is 38.6807 dB to
generating noise for this design. We are the
improving this design for better than the
conventional muffler design so it muffler life is
better than the old design. In figure 8 we are shown
for conventional muffler design at presser
distribution.

Figure 8 Conventional Muffler Presser (Cut-Plot)

In this figure inlet pressure is 101466.7595 Pa and
the outlet presser is 101325 Pa and the presser drop
between the inlet and outlet is 141.7595 Pa. The
velocity is shown in figure 9. In this figure inlet
velocity is 10.24 m/s and outlet velocity are 13.3529
m/s.

Figure 9 Conventional Muffler Velocity (Cut-Plot)

5.2 Change in Design
The change in this design is to put the delta plate
center place to the front and the section plate front
to the center. We are not any change on the design
boundary or not change in the inlet and outlet
diameter. We are change only internal parameter for
this muffler. To improving the design section plate
to modifying in the flow distribution is smooth and
easy to flow inside in muffler. In this muffler design
acoustic power is 17.9296 dB to generating noise
for this design.

Figure 10 Presser (Cut-Plot)

In this figure inlet pressure is 101445.7592 Pa and
the outlet presser is 101325 Pa and the presser drop
between the inlet and outlet is 120.7592 Pa. The
velocity is shown in figure 11. In this figure inlet
velocity is 10.24 m/s and outlet velocity are 13.3304
m/s.
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Figure 11 Velocity (Cut-Plot)

5.3Change in Delta Plate Angle
In this result to change the angel for the delta plate
900,1000,1200,1400,1500 and 1600 and what are the
change in acoustic power shown in chart 1.

Chart 1 Change in Angle

Shown in chart at the angle 150o acoustic power is
low to the comparing other angle. To increase the
angle is decrease at the acoustic power at 1200 and
at the 1400 acoustic power is 37.799792 dB. For the
1500 the acoustic power is 8.3195387 dB lower than
the other angle at increase the angle acoustic power
is increase. In figure 12 we are shown for muffler
delta plate at 1500 design at presser distribution.

Figure 12 Muffler Delta Plate At 1500 Angle
Presser (Cut-Plot)

In this figure inlet pressure is 101440.7567 Pa and
the outlet presser is 101325 Pa and the presser drop
between the inlet and outlet is 115.7567 Pa. The
velocity is shown in figure 13. In this figure inlet
velocity is 10.24 m/s and outlet velocity is 13.1295
m/s.

Figure 13 Muffler Delta Plate At 150o Angle
Velocity (Cut-Plot)

6 CONCLUSION
This paper for the to change in the muffler design
and the other effect on the to change pressure,
velocity and Nosie level. Form the convectional
muffler acoustic power for the muffler is 38.6807
dB to change in delta plate angle it is also change in
noise level and pressure drop. To change the angle
at 1500 noise for the muffler acoustic power is  8.31
dB. The reduce the nosie level 38.6807 dB to 8.31
dB.Pressuer drop is 120.75 Pa to 115.75 Pa and
velocity at the outlet 13.3304 m/s to 13.1295 m/s.
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